*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed Combination of Equations 5, 6 , 7, and 8 leads to the following equation for the capacity factor:
where (P and K, are the phase ratio and the thermodynamic distribution constant, respectively. From Equation 9 it can be seen that defined in this way the capacity factor is independent of the flow ratio q. The difference between Equations 1 and 9 is illustrated in Figure 1 . The solubility parameter, As, is defined as where s1 and s2 are the solubilities of the retentive phase in the mobile phase at the inlet temperature and the capillary temperature, respectively. From Figure 1 it can be seen that at low values for As only small differences between kr and kri are observed. However, at higher values for K, and As the differences become more significant and higher values for kri are calculated. From Figure 1A it can also be seen that if K, tends to infinity, kt tends to a f~t e value, given by (Equation 25, reference 1): 4 is used to describe the solute retention in PC-OTLC, the resolution, R,, for two closely eluting peaks is given by where N and OL are the number of theoretical plates and the selectivity, respectively. From Equation 12 it can be concluded that the resolution increases if k; increases and that the optimum resolution is If Equations 5 and 9 are used to describe the solute retention in PC-OTLC, the same strategy as in MECC can be applied for resolution optimization [5, 6] . Moreover, differences in the flow ratio caused by inhomogeneity of the retentive film will lead to differences in k;, whereas the calculated values of kfi will be unaffected because kfi is independent of the flow ratio, q. For these reasons we believe that Equations 5 and 9 are to be preferred to describe the solute retention in PC-OTLC.
Resolution. If Equation
and 15 [l] is small in comparison with unity (Wt, = 0.0308 from above values) and thus, the influence oft, on the resolution, R,, can be expected to be only small in the practically interesting cases. Therefore, the formal description of solute retention in PC-OTLC closer to that of conventional LC might also be acceptable.
